OUT   OF JOINT
that spirit of willing personal discipline in pursuit of an ideal
which is planted and cultivated with such supreme adroit-
ness by Nazi propagandists.
Do you see the serpent's head? The first half of that sentence is
completely true; the poison is in the second half. Not the rulers of
England, not the ruling class, not the little exclusive governing
coterie, are to blame for the slums, for two million unemployed,
for derelict areas, for under-nourishment. No. NO! The un-
employed, the under-nourished, the slum-livers, the derelicts are
to blame — because they are not Nazi. Then do not pursue an
adroitly planted ideal — oh queen of metaphors — in a spirit of
willing personal discipline. Adroitly plant your ideal, get them
pursuing it, and all will be well. You just-put brown shirts on to
the present ruling class, make labour conscripts of your derelicts.
They, pursuing that stationary ideal, will presumably be where
they were and you will be where you were.
Not we have failed, but the rulers. Let's kennel the under-dogs,
in case they get snappy. The slums may stay, awful examples of
the faults of democracy; it wasn't disciplined enough to make us
do anything about unemployment.
But the writer is on his guard. It occurs to him that you mighf
see through that one, so he produces another one:
It is well to remember [I always distrust phrases beginning
like that and wonder whether 'it5 really is 'well'] that Mr.
Chamberlain and Lord Baldwin and men like them, had they
been Germans, would have been excluded from public life since
i933> f°r they could not thinkably have acquiesced in Nazi
morality.
Oh yeah? And just what does that one mean? I am ready to
agree that in all probability Hitler would not have made either
Mr. Chamberlain or Lord Baldwin, had they been Germans,
Foreign Minister or War Minister in his Government. Nothing
more unpleasant need have happened to them. -As for that
'acquiescence in Nazi morality', did we acquiesce at Munich, or
is there visions about?
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